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Abstract-In this paper we propose a new method to recover
bandlimited signals corrupted by impulsive noise. The proposed
method uses CFAR adaptive thresholding and soft decision
making to detect the locations of the impulsive noise. Then an
iterative method cancels noise and reconstructs the signal. This
estimate in turn will be used to make the approximation of the
impulsive noise more accurate. Simulation results confirm the
robustness of the proposed algorithm even when impulsive noise
exceeds the theoretical reconstruction capacity.
I. INTRODUCTION

Impulsive noise is a common phenomenon occurring in
power line channels, Digital Subscriber Line(DSL) systems
[1] and digital TV (DVB-T) [2]. Urban and indoor wireless
channels as well as underwater acoustic channels also suffer
from impulsive noise [3]. Salt and pepper noise is the most
well-known version of this type of noise for images.
Different methods are proposed for the removal of impulsive
noise from I-D or 2-D signals. These methods are commonly
based on median filtering. A standard median filter manipulates all the samples of the signal, which can cause distortion
in the clean (noiseless) samples. To address this problem,
decision-based algorithms are adopted [4], [5]; in which estimating corrupted samples is performed after an impulsive
noise detection step. In [4] a hard-decision method based on
ordered statistics is used to determine wether a sample is
noisy or not. In [5] the Noise Adaptive Soft-switching Method
(NASM) is devised which utilizes both global and local
statistics of an image pixel. Depending on these statistics, the
estimator switches between Fuzzy Weighted Median (FWM)
and Standard Median (SM) filters.
Due to impulsive noise, several samples of the signal are
lost. The correction of the signal consists of both finding the
positions of impulsive noise and evaluating the amplitude of
the signal from the other clean samples. When the location of
the impulses are known, the problem becomes the same as the
erasure channel which is extensively studied in [6], [7] under
the subject of interpolation of missing samples. The problem
of impulsive noise, where error locations are not known, have
been studied using Discrete Fourier Transform (DFf) codes.
In fact, the recovery of a bandlimited signal with impulsive
noise is equivalent to decoding error correction codes when
the Galois field is extended to real and complex numbers [8][10]. To illustrate the idea, inserting zeros in DFf domain can
be interpreted as the Reed-Solomon (RS) codes in the field of
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complex numbers, where redundancy consists of adding zeros
to the DFT coefficients [11]. Furthermore, it is also shown that
replacement of DFf with Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
would yield similar results [12].
In this paper, we focus on removing additive impulsive
noise from a lowpass 1-D signal. An initial detection of the
impulsive noise is performed using an adaptive thresholding
technique similar to the one used in radars detectors. This
method is called Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) [13]. The
threshold resulted from CFAR are used to make a soft-decision
on whether the sample is corrupted or not. Subsequently,
interpolation of the signal amplitudes is performed using an
robust iterative method. Finally, the estimate of the impulsive
noise (location and amplitude) is improved using the resultant
estimate of the signal. This estimate of impulsive noise is used
again in the detection block to enhance error cancellation. As
this detection and estimation loop continues, we get better
approximation of the signal.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II
the proposed method is introduced. In Section III alternative
methods for error cancellation are briefly presented. Computer
simulation results are discussed in Section IV. Section V
concludes the paper.
II. THE PROPOSED METHOD

In this paper, we focus on removing additive impulsive
noise using the zeros in the DFf domain. To be specific, we
define impulsive noise as an N -point discrete signal where
except for M samples (M < N), the rest are zero; the
amplitudes of the M nonzero samples can have any probability
distribution function, but we assume Gaussian distribution
in our simulations. Furthermore, the locations of these M
nonzero samples are taken to be uniformly distributed among
all the N samples.
Since for the reconstruction of each impulsive noise we need
two pieces of information (location and amplitude), we require
at least two zeros in the DFf domain. Thus, the reconstruction
capacity for a given signal can be defined as half the number
of its zeros in the DFT domain.
Figure 1 depicts the proposed method. It is observed that
the output of the estimation block is used to enhance the noise
approximation. This approximation is fed back to the noise
detector block in order to further improve the quality of signal
reconstruction. This method is called Recursive DetectionEstimation (RDE). To summarize, in each RDE step, the noise
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Fig. 1.

The Recursive Detection-Estimation (RDE) method.

estimate improves using the signal estimated in the previous
step. The detector block functions as follows.
If impulse amplitudes are large enough, corrupted samples
could be distinguished from the neighboring samples; thus,
detection is based on the difference of the sample and the
average of its neighbors. This is equivalent to the Constant
False Alarm Rate (CFAR) algorithm used in radars. The CFAR
algorithm yields an adaptive threshold. The next step is to
decide whether a sample is noisy or not; this task could be
done by comparing each sample with the adaptive threshold;
i.e., hard-decision. If a sample crosses the adaptive threshold,
it will be regarded as noise. Instead, we use a soft-decision
method by assigning a factor between zero and one to each
sample, depending on the certainty about whether it is noisy or
not. As the certainty (difference of a sample and the adaptive
threshold) increases, the factor decreases to zero; these factors
are the elements of a vector, called the mask. We discuss the
CFAR technique and the function used for soft-decision in
more detail in Subsection II-A.
In the estimation block, each element of the noisy signal
is multiplied by its counterpart in mask. This attenuates the
impulsive noise. The estimator uses masking and lowpass
filtering in successive iterations to cancel the impulsive noise
and interpolate the lost samples. The iterative method aforementioned is a general approach to synthesis inverse of a
system (usually a distortion). If the number of iterations
is increased, a better approximate of the inverse system is
resulted. This iterative method and the detection block are
discussed in Subsection II-B
Simulation results show that in the initial RDE steps, softdecision method leads to better outputs than the hard one.
As the RDE steps increases, better estimates of the impulsive
noise is obtained. This makes it possible to shift the softdecision function to the hard one, which makes the mask
more accurate (the function used for soft-decision depends
on a parameter named Q that shifts it to hard-decision if Q is
increased).
The algorithm of our proposed method can be summarized
as follows:
1) Approximate the impulsive noise (e) by subtracting the
estimated signal from the noisy signal; in the first RDE
step, since no estimate about the signal is available,
signal is assumed to be zero.
2) Generate thresholds (ry) using CML-CFAR discussed
in Part II-AI.
3) Generate a mask using the soft-decision detector discussed in Part II-A2

Fig. 2.

A typical CFAR detector.

4) Use the mask and the iterative method introduced in
section 11-B to improve the estimate of the signal.
5) Return to the first step. In the soft-decision function
of step 3, increase parameter Q to shift the softdecision function to the hard one. Increase the number
of iterations in step 4 to further improve the signal
estimation.
In the next two subsections, details of the detector and
estimator blocks are discussed.

A. Impulsive Noise Detection
As previously described, the detector provides a mask,
which is multiplicative, in order to suppress the impulsive
noise, while trying to keep the clean samples unchanged. Since
we only have an estimate of the impulse location, two types
of errors are likely to happen. A missed detection occurs if a
corrupted sample is not detected, while a false alarm occurs
if a legitimate sample is detected as noise. Two important
techniques are incorporated to decrease the likelihood of these
errors: 1- The use of CFAR and 2- The employment of softdecision. We explain these techniques as in the following.
1) Adaptive Detection Using CFAR: Error detection can be
either adaptive or non-adaptive. In the non-adaptive method, a
fixed threshold is used to compare the amplitude of the sample
under scrutiny to determine whether an impulse at that instant
exists or not. On the other hand, the adaptive thresholding
incorporates the amplitude of the adjacent samples. The CFAR
algorithm is an example of an adaptive detection method used
in radar detectors to distinguish a target from background
clutter. The impulsive noise is considered to be targets in
this approach, while the lowpass components of e act like
clutter. Figure 2 depicts a simple CFAR detector. The CFAR
processing block may be either amplitude averaging or a
more complicated combination of adjacent samples. We use a
Censored Mean Level (CML) CFAR in our proposed method.
In the k th order CML-CFAR of length n, among the n adjacent
cells, k of the smallest amplitudes are averaged and the other
n - k samples (which may contain impulses) are ignored.
2) Soft-decision Vs. Hard-decision: The detection stage is
not an error-free process in the early RDE steps, especially
when the amplitudes of the impulses are small compared to the
signal amplitudes. When hard-decision method is employed,
the mask is either zero or one at each sample. In the estimator,
this mask is multiplied by the noisy signal to remove the
impulsive noise. The optimistic point of view is that only
the noisy samples are lost; however, if we have discarded a

number of clean samples by mistake (false alarm), this error
mayor may not be recoverable depending on the number of
impulsive noises and the number of zeros in the DFT domain.
On the other hand, when we use soft-decision, even when the
detector makes a number of false alarms, the attenuation can
be compensated in the estimator. The disadvantage of the soft
method is the slow convergence rate even when good estimates
of the impulsive noise locations are available. To overcome this
drawback, we gradually change the soft-decision to the hard
threshold as the number of RDE steps (fidelity of the noise
locations estimation) increases.
To summarize, using hard-decision within the detection
block, a binary mask is generated; i.e, a zero if it detects an
impulsive noise and one otherwise. On the other hand, the softdecision block generates a real number between zero and one
depending on the certainty of the detector. Simulation results
suggest that a soft-decision function of the form
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Block diagram of the iterative method with A = 1
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Model of the distortion block (G)

or equivalently the following recursive equation can be written:

(1)

performs well, where e is the estimated error and 'TJ is
the threshold generated by CFAR. The suggested ¢(e, 'TJ)
approaches one as e- 'TJ tends to zero. The parameter a is
increased gradually through RDE steps in order to change the
soft-decision to the hard-decision. This in tum increases the
convergence rate of the estimator to the clean signal.
B. Signal Estimation Using an Iterative Method

In this paper, we assume the original signal is discrete
and lowpass; Le., it has N z zeros in the DFT domain.
Thus, ideally we should be able to detect and reconstruct
N z /2 corrupted samples. Mathematically, we should solve an
under-determined system of equations with some additional
constraints (number of impulses do not exceed N z /2 and
each impulse corrupts only one sample). An iterative method
uses the mask generated in the detection block to remove
the impulsive noise and reconstruct the original signal. This
iterative method is discussed in the following.
The iterative method introduced in [7] is a general approach
to approximate the inverse of system (usually a distortion) in
finite number of iterations. We denote the system operator by
G. Also, y = G.x means that y is the output of the operator
and x is the input. The purpose of the iterative method is to
estimate x when y and G are known; i.e., approximating G- 1 .
Using the operator algebra and denoting the identity operator
by I, we have:
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where the assumption of III - ,XGII < 1 is necessary for
convergence, where II." is the L 2 norm. The output of each
iteration step is equivalent to truncating the above series:
n

x(n)

= ,X L(I i=O

'xG)i. x

(3)

(4)
Bellow, we apply the iterative method introduced above
to estimate the amplitude of the corrupted samples using
the mask generated by the detection block as part of the G
operator. As stated earlier, an estimate of the impulsive noise
locations (contained in the mask function) is known after the
detection block. By employing the mask, the iterative method
given in (4) Fig. 3 can be used to recover the corrupted
samples. The mask tends to eliminate the impulsive noise and
the iterative method tends to reverse this effect, however the
signal is reconstructed faster than the noise. Thus the overall
SNR of the output increases in each RDE step. In the early
RDE steps, since the outputs of the detection block are not
reliable, to prevent divergence and improve the reconstruction,
fewer number of iterations are used. In contrast, when better
approximations of the signal is obtained and the mask becomes
more accurate (at higher RDE steps), we increase the number
of iterations.
III. ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO DETECT IMPULSIVE
NOISE LOCATIONS

A. Using ELP to Detect Impulsive Noise

In [14], a decoding technique for DFT-based error control
codes, using ELP is devised. In this section we combine the
ELP decoding with the proposed iterative method. Let us
assume that the original signal (s [i] ) is an N -point discrete
signal with N z contiguous zeros in the DFT domain. Thus,
from the coding point of view, we are using an (N, N - N z )code which has the ability to correct up to t = ~z random
errors. We denote the impulsive noise and the corrupted signals
by e[i] and r[i], respectively. The impulsive noise, e[i], is
assumed to be non-zero at most at
samples. The corrupted
signals and the impulsive noise are related to each other by:

It

r[i]
R[k]

s[i] + e[i]
S[k] +E[k]

(5)

where the capital letters denote the DFT domain. Assume that
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where {ik} ~==l are the location of errors and hk = 0 for n e <
k ::; t and hne = 1. In fact the roots of this polynomial are
exponentially related to the location of errors; i.e., H(Ok) = 0
for Ok = exp (j:; ik):
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Comparison of CFAR and simple soft-decision at full capacity.

+ hoE[r]

The good point is that E[k] = R[k] for ko ::; k ::; ko+2t-l,
and therefore the values of E[k]s are known in this range.
If we set ko + t ::; r ::; ko + 2t - 1 in (10), we obtain a
system of t equations with t + 1 unknowns (h k coefficients).
These equations yield a unique solution for the polynomial
with the additional condition that the last nonzero hk is equal
to one. Instead of matrix inversion, a more efficient method is
the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm for solving these equations.
Finding the coefficients, we have to search for the roots. Since
the roots of H(O) are of the form exp (j ~ ik), the inverse of
DFT (IDFT) of the {hk}t=o can be used. Before performing
IDFT, we have to pad N - 1 - t zeros at the end of the
{h k }
sequence to obtain an N -point signal. We refer to
the new signal (after IDFf) as {Hk} f=-Ol. Each zero in {Hk}
represents an error in r [k] at the same location.
As we are using the above method in the field of real
numbers, exact zeros of {Hk}S are rarely observed. Consequently, we threshold the IHkls to find the zeros. Alternatively,
IHkls can be used as a mask for soft-decision; in this case,
thresholding is not needed.

t=o

B. Hard-Decision and filtering

The simplest method to eliminate the impulsive noise, is
to hard-limit the noisy signal and then apply a lowpass filter
to the output of the hard-limiter. This method does not use
the redundancy in the signal efficiently; nevertheless, it can
be viewed as a crude reconstruction algorithm. The optimum
threshold for the hard-limiter is used in every simulation we
conducted in order to gain the best performance. This method
can also be used in an RDE loop discussed in Section II.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed method, various
simulations are conducted. In all simulations, the signal is a
filtered white Gaussian pseudo-random signal. We have also
tested signals with uniform distribution with similar results.
Fig. 5 show the simulation results when the process of hardlimiting and lowpass filtering is repeated as in Fig. ?? For the
number of impulses, we considered both full capacity (half
the number of DFT zeros of the signal) and half capacity (one
fourth the number of DFT zeros of the signal). It is observed
that in case of full capacity, the improvement after 10 RDE
steps is below 10 dB.
Figure 6 compares the reconstruction SNR, with/without
CFAR. Soft-decision is used in the both detectors. In this figure
The a parameter in the soft-decision method and the number
of iterations in the estimator of the proposed method are varied
from one RDE step to another as shown in Table I. These
numbers are derived empirically and are not claimed to be
optimal.
If the number of impulses exceeds the reconstruction capacity, the SNR of the reconstructed signal is degraded gracefully
since the itertation leads to the pseudo-inverse solution [15].
Fig. 7 depicts the SNR of the reconstructed signal when the
errors introduced by the impulsive channel is 15% more than
the theoretical reconstruction capacity. It can be seen that the
SNR degrades gracefully compared to that of Fig. 6 but the
algorithm does not diverge.
We have also simulated the ELP method in section III
to detect error locations and estimated the signal using 500
iterations. For hard-decision ELP method, we have generated
the mask by thresholding IH k I which has yielded a discrete

TABLE I
SOFT-DECISION PARAMETER AND NUMBER OF ITERATIONS

RDE step

1

2

3

4

5

7

6

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Q

4

6

10

10

14

20

20

25

30

40

50

60

70

70

100

No. of Iteration

50

50

50

50

100

100

100

100

100

100

200

200

200

200

200
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Fig. 7. SNR of the reconstructed signal when the error rate exceeds the
reconstruction capacity by about 15%.
TABLE II
RELATIVE COMPLEXITY OF THE METHODS AND THE RESULTING SNR

Method

SNR(dB) at
full capacity

SNR(dB) at
15% overloaded

Complexity

Thresholding
and LPF
Median Filter
ELP
Non-Adaptive
and HD
CFAR and SD

7.12

6.88

1

18.31
20
13.07

13.57
2
9.45

1000
50000
500

42.10

35.10

5000

mask. The threshold is set to a small number to determine
the locations of zeros. If IH k I is smaller than the threshold,
an error is assumed at that location. For soft-decision ELP
method, we use IHkl as the mask. The ELP method does not
perform as well as the previous method at the full capacity;
however, it performs better for low error rates.
In Table II, we compare the relative complexity (computer
time) and achievable SNR's for various methods at different
impulsive noise rates. We have used thresholding in conjunction with lowpass filtering as the most simple reconstruction
method (with complexity 1), and the complexity of other
methods are compared to this simple method. As another
simple method, median filtering is used for comparison. This
table shows clearly that, at full capacity the soft-decision with
the iterative technique gives the best performance in terms
of SNR; the performance of ELP is less than half with 10
times the complexity. However, at half the capacity the ELP
performs very well, resulting in 200 dB reconstruction SNR.

V.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a new method for impulsive noise cancellation is proposed. The method approaches the theoretical
upper bound of reconstruction capacity. The proposed method
uses Recursive Detection/Estimation steps. The SNR of the
reconstructed signal can be improved by increasing the number
of detection/estimation steps and increasing the number of

iterations in each estimation block. Soft-decision and adaptive
thresholding (CFAR)are used in the detection procedure which
dramatically enhances the performance. Simulation results
show that the SNR of the reconstructed signal degrades gradually if the number of impulsive noise exceeds the theoretical
reconstruction capacity. We have also used the ELP method in
conjunction with the iterative method to estimate the corrupted
signal with impulsive noise. The SNR performance of the ELP
method is higher than the RDE method for low error rates but
much worse at full capacity, with a complexity that is higher
by an order of magnitude. The ideas used in this paper can be
used to other real field error correcting codes (DCT, wavelet
and random codes), SCA, and OFDM clipping noise removal.
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